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Amrit Bunet Age 14 

‘The Amazing Story of Adolphus Tips’ 

is one that will touch your heart and 

make you smile, with the humorous, 

sad and loving touch that Morpurgo 

has incorporated. This is one book that 

you will love!  

This beautiful diary that was written during 

the tough times of World War II illustrates 

the life of Lily's adventurous cat, the 

struggles her family faced, her lifelong 

companions and her unwinding love for a 

very special man.  

Michael Morpurgo introduces this story with 

a cliff-hanger and continues the plot with a 

variety of different twists and turns that 

won't let you put this book down.  

I would recommend this book to anyone and 

I promise that the ending will not disappoint 

you.  

Micheal Morpurgo is a talented writer and his talent is present in his writing 

and story plot therefore this would be a book recommended by 

Lovereading4kids. 

 

 

 



Sam Harper, age 9 

 ‘The Amazing Story of Adolphus Tips’ is told in a letter from Lily Tregenza to 

her grandson, Boowie, and through Lily's diary.  Lily wrote her diary when she 

was a young girl, during the final two years of the Second World War, in the 

months leading up to the D-day landings.  We are lead through Lily's life as she 

and her family are forced to move so that the army can use the beaches around 

her home as a training ground for the landings in France.  

They are joined by Barry, a young evacuee from the city, and live with their 

Uncle George, a bachelor, on his nearby farm.  Tips, is Lily's beloved cat who is 

lost when they evacuate Slapton however she is later found by a friendly 'Yank' 

soldier, Adolphus T. Madison.  Lily's life during the war is very different to our 

lives nowadays.  Her father, who she hasn't seen for two years, is in the army, 

their food is rationed and they live with the constant worry of being bombed.  

There are sad times but also many happy times too.  

 Lily's diary gave the best possible perspective on her life and really 

helped me to understand what it felt like to live through the war. It is 

a very happy, sad, emotional and hopeful story. Supreme!  

 

Annabelle Dennis, age 11 

The book is simply spectacular! Very different, but then normal is 

boring!  It's like stepping into another world; when you're not 

reading it, you're living it! I simply love this book!  

At first I never considered reading any of Michael Morpurgo's books but, when 

my school librarian recommended ‘Adolphus Tips’, I thought I'd give it a shot. 

It's like stepping into another world; when you're not reading it, you're living it!  

I like the way it's written in a diary technique. You delve in deeper into the 

story. I recommend this book to any readers because there are many different 

aspects to the book that all readers will love. Michael Morpurgo is a very skilled 

author who, I have learned, writes in many different ways, which makes all of 

his books more interesting. I call this amazing, fabulous, historic book, one of 

my favourites! It's very emotional and he really expressed Lily's feelings very 

well. I simply love this book! 

 

 

 



Tugba Kaygusaz, age 12 

I thoroughly enjoyed this fantastic book. 

Once I started to read this book I was fond of the character Tips (the cat).  It is 

about a young boy who's Nan has just suffered the loss of her husband. The 

boy's Nan, Lily Tregenza, hasn't had any contact with her family in a while but, 

when she does it changes everything.  I felt glad Lily had a cat like Tips.  

Over all the book was very happy and exciting, but at the same time it was quite 

sad. Towards the end I became very emotional and I actually cried. It's very 

rare that I cry in books. I didn't find anything wrong with this book at 

all. ‘The Amazing Story of Adolphus Tips’ is a must read if you 

haven't read it yet!  

 


